Essay Writing Service
We recommend reading this article to anyone who likes to write and dreams of working remotely.
Career growth is present here do not worry. The main thing is not to be lazy, not to give up. Try it
and write in the comments what you did. Are there any difficulties? Ask a question at the end of the
article.

For whom is earnings on articles suitable?
Not all of us have the opportunity to go to work a small child, no good vacancies, health status.
Who can make money on texts:
• moms on maternity leave
• students
• senior citizens
• Travelers
• freedom-loving individuals.
Do you think that copywriting can only be done by a person with a higher philological education?
Not at all! You just need to love to write and do it beautifully. Grammar, of course, is important, but
you can always pull it up. Or use services where you can check for errors, for example, Spelling.
You can read more about all services here.
What you need:
•
•
•
•
•

laptop or pc
keyboard,
the Internet,
creative.
Surely this is now available to most. Therefore, you can only interfere with yourself.

What is the essence of making articles writing
The main content of sites is articles. When we are looking for something about illness, flooring or
sewing clothes, what do we need? That's right good material that will help solve the problem, teach.
If the site is empty, and the article is not structured, we close the page, go further down the list.
And your task is to fill the Internet space with this information. Promote sites, sell products or
services using text. Webmasters, businessmen, content managers, blog owners are willing to pay
real money for this. And how much depends on the quality of your work, volume, complexity.
What to do with texts? You can immediately write to order, observing the requirements of the client
or let your creations go on free sale no one restricts them in choosing a topic and deadlines. Most
often they pay for the size of the article. For every 1,000 characters without spaces, you get from 10
to 350 rubles.
There is still payment for the result. Your income will depend on how many subscribers you
brought or sold the product. Here you need to know the basics of marketing, psychology, sales.
Earnings on articles on the Internet: what to write about
Remember how from school you were asked to write an essay? Nowhere to peek, the sources of
words on paper are your thoughts, feelings, personal experience. Was this easy for you? If so, then
you are ready for copywriting, just do not know more about it.

Essay Writing Service
Copywriting is the writing of texts from the head. For example, if you made repairs, you can easily
tell how to paste wallpapers or putty on walls. And young mothers can write about parenting.
Copywriters write not only informational articles for sites. They also deal with:
selling texts for online stores, advertisements, magazines;
description of goods, categories;
SEO articles to drive traffic to the site.
We are gradually moving to the main question: “What should a copywriter be able to do?” You can
start with a basic knowledge of the Russian language, the ability to clearly, clearly and clearly state
your thoughts.
We advise you to work with your favorite and understandable topic. After all, you came to
copywriting for freedom, and not in order to be bored? Give hateful articles to another. Take what
you would be willing to write for free day and night. Success, money, happiness are provided.

Who is a rewriter and what is he paid for?
Remember how in the lesson you were asked to read a text from a textbook and write a retelling in
half an hour. Then it seemed to you that you were wasting your time. It turns out, no. Now you can
write statements for money. In the field of freelance, this is called rewriting.
How it works:
Drive in the search engine the name of your topic or subheading from the structure. For example,
you need to write “how to make an owl out of felt”. Looking for a couple of articles about it, read.
Make an outline of the article if it is more than 2,000 characters.
Print the information you read in your own words.
Check for errors, re-read.
Hand over to the customer or sell the article.
We clearly read the text, correct the endings. It will take 15-20 minutes, but the work will look
perfect. How much time does it take for an article to be created using a voice recorder? So, for
example, a text of 2,000 characters without spaces can be dictated in 10-20 minutes, edited another
15 minutes. In short, you will need about half an hour to do everything.
There are 2 ways to rewrite a keyboard:
•
•
•

copy sources to a Word document and edit each sentence;
start from scratch to write immediately in your own words.
Which way to resort to is up to you. This is a matter of taste and convenience. All
individually.

How much can you write per day:
•
•

Using the voice input method about 5-7 articles, up to 3,000 characters in size without
spaces. Only 15-21 thousand characters.
Copy the sources to the document and edit them in the same place, then 4-6 texts, up to
3,000 characters. It turns out 12-18 thousand characters.

•

If you write in a blank document, thoughtfully, then no more than 10-12 thousand
characters.
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